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Arrays of Ni nanodots embedded in Nb superconducting films have been fabricated by sputtering and
electron-beam lithography techniques. The arrays are periodic triangular lattices of circular Ni dots arranged in
a kagomélike pattern with broken reflection symmetry. Relevant behaviors are found in the vortex lattice
dynamics: i at values lower than the first integer matching field, several fractional matching fields are present
when the vortex lattice moves parallel or perpendicular to the reflection symmetry axis of the array showing a
clear anisotropic character in the magnetoresistance curves, ii injecting an ac perpendicular to the reflection
symmetry axis of the array yields an unidirectional motion of the vortex lattice ratchet effect as a result of the
interaction between the whole vortex lattice and the asymmetric lattice of dots, iii increasing the input current
amplitudes the ratchet effect changes polarity independently of matching field values. These experimental
results can be explained taking into account the vortex lattice density.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.82.174503 PACS numbers: 74.25.F, 74.25.Wx, 74.78.Na, 74.25.Ha
I. INTRODUCTION
Superconducting vortex lattice dynamics have been stud-
ied for many years from different points of view. One of the
main topics has been the behavior of the vortex lattice when
it moves on periodic pinning potentials.1 Superconducting
films fabricated on substrates with arrays of periodic nonsu-
perconducting nanostructures are the ideal tool to study top-
ics such as vortex ratchet.2 In brief, an ac applied to the
device induces output dc voltage so that a rectifier effect
appears in the device; i.e., vortex lattice driven by alternating
forces leads to a net vortex flow. Worth to note that ratchet
effect is a very interesting and wide-ranging effect, remark-
able in many fields.3 Two ingredients are needed to achieve
ratchet effect, i the particles, in our case the vortices, must
be out of equilibrium and ii they have to move on asym-
metric potentials. So far we know, different approaches have
been used to fabricate asymmetric pinning potentials, for in-
stance asymmetric pinning centers such as triangles,2 sym-
metric square pinning centers with different sizes,4 grading
circles,5 spacing-graded density of pinning centers,6 or
arrow-shaped wedges cages.7
Other remarkable vortex dynamics effects are related to
commensurability between the vortex lattice and the array of
periodic pinning potentials. The vortex lattice motion is
slowed down and a minimum appears in the magnetoresis-
tance when the density of the pinning centers equals the den-
sity of the vortex lattice. The first order or main minimum
happens at magnetic field H1= 0 /S, where S is the unit
cell area of the pinning array and 0=20.7 G m2 is the
quantum fluxoid. Upper order matching fields take place at
Hn=n0 /S, where n1 is an integer number. Minima in
the resistivity can be also observed at fractional matching
values Hf = f0 /S, being f a noninteger number.8 The pub-
lished works have been mainly focused on periodic pinning
arrays with triangular, square, or rectangular geometry.1,9
Other regular arrays have been studied too as kagomé10,11 or
honeycomb.12,13 Even, quasiperiodic arrays generate peculiar
matching effects14 and, recently, the interaction between the
vortex lattice and short-range ordered arrays of pinning cen-
ters has been explored too.15 Different types of vortices
could participate in these phenomena: i vortices placed at
the pinning centers that can be single quantized16 or multiple
quantized17 vortices and ii interstitial vortices placed
among pinning centers.18
In this work, we analyze, vortex lattice matching and
ratchet effects, in completely different scenario: symmetric
circular dots arranged in a periodic array with broken reflec-
tion symmetry so that the origin of the asymmetric pinning
potentials is the geometry of the periodic array itself. Thus,
the ratchet effect will be a lattice effect created by the inter-
action between the whole vortex lattice and the pinning ar-
ray, rather than by the “single vortex-single pinning center”
potential. We will show that, using the same symmetric pin-
ning centers, vortex ratchet effect could be achieved at frac-
tional matching conditions and, also, the polarity of the vor-
tex ratchet output signal can be tuned by means of the ac
input signal strength. This reversal effect is independent of
the order of the fractional or integer matching fields. The
number of vortices in this system does not play any role in
the vortex reversal and the net flow of the vortices is only
reversed modifying the strength of the driving forces.
The paper is organized as follows; we begin discussing
the asymmetric patterned potential, we continue with the fab-
rication and magnetotransport measurement techniques. In
the next section, we will present the magnetotransport ex-
perimental results and their discussion, beginning with
matching effects and followed by ratchet experiments. Fi-
nally, a summary of the relevant conclusions will close the
paper.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A perfect triangular lattice of dots see sketch in Fig. 1a
could be the starting point to fabricate a periodic but asym-
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metric array. This can be achieved by eliminating dots at
selected positions. First of all, the well-known kagomé peri-
odic array can be obtained by taking out 14 of the pinning
centers from the triangular lattice see sketch in Fig. 1b.
This kagomé lattice can be thought of as a set of triangles
pointing up and down, however, it does not show broken
reflection symmetry. The next step to generate a periodic
asymmetric array can be seen in the sketch of Fig. 1c in
which three out of nine pinning sites are eliminated. The
outcome is a kagomélike lattice that exhibits a reflection
symmetry axis from the base to the tip of the triangles Y
direction in Fig. 1c but not in the perpendicular direction
X direction in Fig. 1c. Therefore a periodic pinning po-
tential with broken reflection symmetry can be fabricated
using triangular arrays of circular Ni dots as building blocks.
The array is composed of two opposite asymmetric regions:
an asymmetric triangular-shaped array of six dots and an
“empty” cage with triangular shape and pointing out in the
reversed direction. Both can provide the asymmetric pinning
potentials needed for the observation of ratchet effects.
Standard electron-beam lithography, magnetron sputter-
ing, and etching techniques have been used to fabricate the
hybrid devices on Si 100 substrates. More experimental
details are given in Ref. 19. The required pattern is obtained
by electron-beam writer using polymethyl methacrylate re-
sist and lift-off processing. A 100 m100 m kagomé-
like array of Ni dots with a spacing of 400 nm was fabricated
on a Si substrate. Ni dot dimensions are 40 nm thickness and
200 nm diameter, i.e., the same as in the triangular array of
Ref. 16. Therefore the saturation number for these dots is one
vortex per dot.16 Finally, a 100-nm-thick Nb film is deposited
by magnetron sputtering on top of the Ni dot array. Optical
photolithography and ion etching have been used to define a
cross-shaped 40 m wide bridge to perform magnetotrans-
port measurements. The magnetic field is applied perpen-
dicular to the sample plane. Magnetoresistance is measured
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FIG. 2. Color online Resistance vs applied magnetic field of a
hybrid Nb film on kagomélike array of Ni dots at temperature T
=7.95 K Tc=8.03 K. a Current density Jdc=2.0108 A m−2
injected parallel to the X axis of the array and vortex motion parallel
to the Y axis. Inset: Magnetic field position of the resistance minima
vs index number p for Y-axis direction of vortex motion. The cor-
relation coefficient of the linear fit is 0.997. Solid lines are linear fit
to the data. b Current density Jdc=1.9108 A m−2 injected par-
allel to the Y axis of the array and vortex motion parallel to the X
axis. Inset: magnetic field position of the resistance minima vs in-
dex number p for X-axis direction of vortex motion. The correlation
coefficient of the linear fit is 0.995. Solid lines are linear fit to the
data.
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FIG. 1. Color online Sketch of different arrays of pinning cen-
ters. a Triangular array. b Kagomé array. c Kagomélike array.
The lines and shadow areas show how the arrays are constructed.
That is, the kagomé array can be derived from the triangular one by
eliminating 1/4 of the pining sites. In the case of our kagomélike
array, a fraction of 3/9 is eliminated from the triangular one, thus
only a fraction of 6/9 remains forming a triangular building block.
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with a commercial helium cryostat. Vortices are driven by dc
currents or ac injected currents frequency=10 kHz.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Commensurability in kagomélike array
Figure 2 shows the magnetoresistance experimental re-
sults in Nb film with embedded kagomélike array of Ni dots,
at T=7.95 K, when the vortex lattice moves parallel to the
reflection axis Fig. 2a and perpendicular to the reflection
axis Fig. 2b. The comparison between both curves shows
a clear anisotropy in the transport properties of the kagomé-
like array, with much lower values of the low-field magne-
toresistance for vortex lattice motion along the Y axis of the
array. In both plots a clear structure is observed with sharp
and shallow minima, as summarized in Table I. The corre-
sponding plots of the magnetic field minima values vs the
order of those minima are shown in the insets of Fig. 2; from
the highest negative to the highest positive field values which
yield magnetoresistance minima. In spite of the different
shapes of the magnetoresistance curves, a similar spacing
between minima is obtained in both situations: 16.2 Oe for
vortex lattice movement along Y axis and 16.3 Oe when the
lattice moves along X axis.
Taking into account that the dot periodicity is 400 nm, it
is straightforward to calculate the pinning density and to
work out the main matching field value; i.e., the magnetic
field obtained when the density of the pinning centers equals
the density of the vortex lattice. As sketched in Fig. 1c, the
kagomélike array is a triangular lattice in which only six out
of nine pinning centers remain, so the main matching field
Hn=1 is
Hkagomélike
n=1
=
2
3
Htriangular
n=1 1
This calculated value is 100 Oe, which is in good agreement
with the largest matching field observed. Thus, all the other
minima correspond to fractional matching Hf. The posi-
tions of the rest of the minima observed in the kagomélike
array can be calculated by eliminating vortices one by one
from the six vortices which provide the same density that the
density of pinning sites. The theoretical positions of these
fractional minima are extracted from
Hkagomélike
f
= f · Hkagoméliken=1 =
p
6
·
2
3
Htriangular
n=1
= p ·
1
9
Htriangular
n=1
.
2
This gives a series of equally spaced minima at H
16 Oe for a kagomélike lattice coming from a triangular
array of l=400 nm, in agreement with the experimental re-
sult. For vortex motion along Y axis of the array, matching is
observed at fractional numbers f =5 /6, 4/6, 3/6, and 2/6 but
the lowest possible fractional matching field around 16 Oe
f =1 /6 or p=1 in Table I is absent. For vortex motion along
the X-axis direction the two first fractional minima f =1 /6
and 2/6 are missing.
The same qualitative behavior is also obtained measuring
closer to Tc, at T=7.975 K, at different current densities see
Fig. 3: a strong anisotropy between X-axis and Y-axis mag-
netoresistance curves with several minima at fractional
matching conditions below Hn=1=100 Oe. However, as can
be seen in Fig. 3, the shape and amplitude of the minima are
very sensitive to small changes in the experimental condi-
tions. These subtle changes indicate a complex dynamic be-
havior in which the dissipation at a particular matching field,
current, and temperature value depends on the different flow
patterns of the vortex lattice.
The observed matching effects in the kagomélike array
are similar to results in other complex lattices such as
kagomé and honeycomb10–12,20–22 in basic aspects: the main
matching fields are also given by pinning center density but
matching at noninteger matching conditions is much more
relevant than in simple triangular or square arrays due to the
diluted geometry. However, in the present case no matching
effects are observed beyond Hn=1. This is different from hon-
eycomb arrays20 in which strong matching effects were ex-
perimentally observed up to H=five to six times Hn=1 and
from kagomé arrays10 for fields up to two Hn=1 and in nu-
merical simulations21 for fields up to four Hn=1. Actually,
matching to the pinning center density has also been ob-
served in triangular lattices of antidots, in which some of the
pinning centers had been removed at random,23 but with a
strong suppression of higher order matching upon increasing
the fraction of missing pinning sites the second-order
matching field was found to disappear in the range 20–40 %
of antidot dilution, which is comparable to the 33% fraction
of missing dots in the kagomélike array. This lack of com-
TABLE I. Theoretical positions of minima and experimental values for the first integer matching field labeled p=6 or n=1 and
fractional minima. The fractional minima are labeled with p, being p defined as the number of pining sites of 6 that remain to calculate the
density of vortex lattice in this kagomélike arrangement. Then, the fraction f of pining sites is defined as f = p /6. In the table, for each value
of p, we show in rows below: first, the calculated position of minima according to the description given in the text; second, the direction of
vortex lattice motion X and Y as shown in Fig. 1c; and finally, the observed experimental position of the minima for positive and negative
fields.
f = p /6 l=400 nm p=6 n=1 p=5 p=4 p=3 p=2 p=1
Theoretical position Oe 99.4 82.8 66.2 49.7 33.1 16.5
Vortex motion direction Y X Y X Y X Y X Y
Experimental position, positive fields Oe 99 101 81 86 66 63 47 40 25
Experimental position, negative fields Oe −99 −100 −80 −85 −68 −61 −51 −43 −27
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mensurability at high fields was attributed to the competition
between elastic and pinning energies due to the strong dis-
tortions of the vortex lattice needed to match the disordered
arrays.23,24 The same effect should happen in the kagomélike
array. A clear consequence of the interplay between elastic
and pinning energies is that, even for the first matching field,
the vortex lattice has to extend homogeneously for the whole
array keeping the appropriate density so that interstitial or
cage vortices placed in the empty triangular areas have to
coexist with vortices placed in the triangle-shaped dot areas
to assure a homogeneously and uniform vortex lattice. It is
interesting to mention that a similar coexistence of local pin-
ning at some regions with interstitial vortices at others has
also been found in quasiperiodic arrays of pinning centers,14
driven by the need to keep constant the global vortex lattice
density.
A further indication of the presence of interstitial vortices
in the system comes from the anisotropy between Y-axis and
X-axis dissipation observed in Figs. 2 and 3. Numerical
simulations and experiments in triangular lattices have
shown that anisotropic transport is a signature of interstitial
vortices that find different channels for vortex flow depend-
ing on their propagation direction.22,25 Thus, the existence of
a significant anisotropy in the system, together with its de-
pendence on field and temperature i.e., vortex density and
pinning strength is, again, a clear signal of the presence of
interstitial vortices even at fractional matching conditions.
B. Ratchet effect in kagomélike arrays
Figure 1c shows that vortex motion parallel to the Y axis
fulfils the ratchet condition of moving on asymmetric poten-
tials albeit the array is made up of symmetric circular Ni
dots. Figure 4 shows the experimental results at temperature
close to Tc, when alternating driving currents, of 10 kHz
frequency, are applied in the X-axis direction, i.e., Lorentz
forces and vortex lattice movement in the Y-axis direction, in
a similar experimental configuration as in previous works
with arrays of Ni triangles.2 These data show a noticeable
rectifier effect created by the global asymmetry of the pin-
ning array interacting with the whole vortex lattice, different
from previous results in which the asymmetry was related to
the asymmetric shape of the individual pinning centers.2,4,6,7
The experiments have been done for all the matching field
conditions that were analyzed in the previous section. There
are two main results that should be emphasized: i the am-
plitudes of the output dc voltages and the onset of the ratchet
effects are very similar for all the matching fields measured
and ii more striking, all the experimental data show vortex
ratchet reversal: this reversal is only induced by the strength
of the input forces and the number of vortices is playing a
minor role in this dilute regime. A reversible rectifier has
been obtained which polarity is only tuned by the strength of
the ac input signal.
It is worth to mention that, in this kagomélike array, in-
jecting an ac parallel to the Y axis vortex motion parallel to
the X axis does not induce any dc output signal, in the same
way that was already reported2,26 for very different asymmet-
ric potentials. Figure 5 shows the ratchet effect when the
temperature is decreased, revealing experimental trends simi-
lar to Fig. 4 data. The most relevant effect is that, decreasing
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FIG. 3. Color online Resistance vs applied magnetic field of a
hybrid Nb film on kagomélike array of Ni dots at temperature T
=7.975 K Tc=8.03 K. a Current density Jdc applied parallel to
the X axis of the array see Fig. 1c, vortex motion parallel to the
Y axis. Jdc=2108 A m−2 upper curve and Jdc=1.6
108 A m−2 lower curve. b Current density Jdc applied parallel
to the Y axis of the array see Fig. 1c, vortex motion parallel to
the X axis. Jdc=2108 A m−2 upper curve and Jdc=1
108 A m−2 lower curve.
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FIG. 4. Color online Ratchet effect measurements in a hybrid
Nb film on kagomélike array of Ni dots at T=7.95 K Tc
=8.03 K. Frequency of the input ac is 10 kHz. The graphs show
the dc output voltages vs the ac input current densities at different
matching fields. Inset: kagomélike array showing the two asymmet-
ric triangular pinning wells see text.
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the temperature, the experimental ratchet threshold increases
as has been already reported,27 i.e., the driving forces,
needed to obtain a net vortex flow, increase as the tempera-
ture decreases.
Vortex ratchet reversal can be usually related to different
vortices moving on two opposite asymmetric potentials2
which are depicted in the inset of Fig. 4 for the kagomélike
array. One of them is the ratchet potential induced by the
asymmetric triangular-shaped array of dots and the other is
an empty cage, a weaker potential, but asymmetric too, with
triangular shape and pointing out in the reversed direction.
The ratchet effect at low intensity of the driving forces is
generated by very mobile vortices which are placed on the
empty triangles; these vortices are interstitial vortices and
they will produce a downward net vortex flow. Increasing the
strength of the driving forces, we can reach the threshold
force for vortices placed on the triangular-shaped array of
dots; these vortices move upward and the polarity of the dc
voltage changes. However, the independence of ratchet re-
versal on the order of the matching field observed in this
kagomélike array utterly deviates from the previously re-
ported behavior of ratchet effects and vortex reversal in ar-
rays of Ni triangles.2 In that case, the number of vortices per
pinning center n was crucial to yield vortex ratchet reversal
with a threshold at n=3, the filling factor of the Ni triangles
while in the present case ratchet reversal is found even for
n1. Thus, the observed ratchet reversal here would imply
that for every one of the matching fields, mobile and weakly
pinned interstitial and less mobile and more pinned vortices
coexist. This different behavior can be directly linked to the
centers that create the asymmetric potential in each case; a
full Ni triangle in Ref. 2 and a triangular arrangement of Ni
dots here see inset of Fig. 4. As was discussed in the pre-
vious Sec. III A, the observed matching fields correspond to
vortices in the triangular arrangement of Ni dots. However,
this implies an inhomogeneous density in the sample. In the
kagomélike lattice the competition between the vortex-
vortex and vortex-pinning interactions will favor homoge-
neous vortex density. This competition would not be so rel-
evant in the case of full Ni triangles since all the pinned
vortices are located in a region of depressed superconductiv-
ity.
Thus, two key factors appear to obtain a rectifier in which
the polarity of the ratchet effect can just be tuned by the
strength of driving forces independent of the matching field:
i the asymmetry in the global lattice to induce the asym-
metry in the pinning potential and ii the existence of a
regular distribution of areas with and without pinning centers
so that the interplay between elastic and pinning energies
favors the existence of interstitial vortices at all matching
fields since, as was discussed in the previous section, the
vortex lattice has to cover homogeneously the defined pat-
tern keeping the appropriate density.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Vortex lattice dynamics on kagomélike periodic pinning
centers provides a rich scenario for the study of matching
and ratchet effects. In this array an asymmetric pinning po-
tential is produced by the asymmetric arrangement of circu-
lar Ni dots: triangular arrangements of six Ni dots constitute
the basic pinning areas, intercalated with empty triangular
regions pointing in the opposite direction. Synchronized vor-
tex lattice motion is observed at the first integer matching
field and at several fractional matching fields, which corre-
spond to smaller magnetic fields than the first main match-
ing field value. The former happens when the density of
vortices matches the density of pinning centers. The frac-
tional ones occur when the lattice vortex density matches
lower density than the actual pinning centers density. These
vortex densities correspond to the densities obtained taking
out one by one pinning centers.
Ratchet effects are observed when an ac is injected per-
pendicular to the reflection symmetry axis: the kagomélike
array behaves as a reversible rectifier in which the polarity
can be tuned by the strength of the driving forces indepen-
dently of the matching field. This remarkable behavior is the
result of the existence of interstitial vortices at all matching
fields due to the competition between intervortex interaction
that favors a homogeneous vortex lattice and pinning by the
distribution of Ni dots in the kagomélike array.
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